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NACA ACR No. HÄK30
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
ADVANCE CONFIDENTIAL REFORT
PERFORMANCE OF AN JäAHAUST-GAS "BLCffDOWN" TURBINE
ON A NINE-CTLISDER RADIAL ENGINE
By L. Richard Turner and Leland ß. Desaon
SUyjftRY

Tests were run on an exhaust-gas turbine having-four separate
nozzle boxes each covering a 90° arc of the nozzle diaphragm and
each connected to a pair of adjacent cylinders of a Pratt &
Thitr.ey R-J.3UO-12 nine-cylinder radial engine. The total turbine
nozzle area was 6.I1U square inches. This type of turbine has been
oalled a "blowdown" turbine because it recovers the kinetic energy
developed in the exhaust stacks during the blowdown period. The
purpose of the test was to determine whether the blowdown turbine
could develop appreciable power without imposing any loss in engine
power arising from restriction of the angine exhaust by the turbine.
At an engine speed of 2000 rpm and an inlet-manifold pressure
of 33.5 inches of mercury absolute, the turbine power varied from
9 percent of engine power with a turbine exhaust pressure of
23 inches of mercury absolute to 21 percent of engine power with
a turbine exhaust pressure of IX inches of mercury absolute. The
engine power was decreased a maximum of 1 percent by the presence
of the turbine at the lowest turbine exhaust pressure, as compared
with the engine power delivered with a conventional collector ring
discharging to an equal exhaust pressure. No engine-power loss was
imposed by the presence of the turbine with turbine exhaust pressures greater than 20 inches of mercury absolute. The engine airflow rate was not affected by the presence of the turbine.
The use of a blowdown turbine and a conventional turbosupercharger connected in series is briefly discussed. An analysis is
presented relating the test data to the mean jet-velocity data for
the NACA individual-stack jet-propulsion system.
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At the time of exhaust-valve opening the pressure of the gaa
In the cylinder of an internal-combustion engine is considerably
above atraospherio pressure» the gas is therefore capable of doing
an appreciable amount of work by further expansion. When the cylinders are exhausted to a collector discharging either to the
atmosphere or to the nozzle box of a conventional exhaust turbine,
t:r- kinetic energy produced at the end of the exhaust stacks by
the difference between cylinder pressure and collector pressure is
dissipated as heat in the collector. A turbine that converts this
kinetic energy into shaft work has been called a "blowdown" turbine
because it recovers the kinetic energy developed in the exhaust
stacks durinrc tha blowdown period.
With a suitable piping arrangement and turbine nozzle area,
the power delivered by the blowdown turbine may be obtained with
little or no decrease in engine power resulting from exhaust-pipe
restriction. The maximum net power can be attained by discharging
the exhaust gas from each cylinder into the turbine buckets as a
separate jet and permitting each cylinder to exhaust to the turbine
outlet pressure.
Several satisfactory exhaust-system arrangements exist. In
one arrangement each cylinder may be connected to a separate nozzle.
This arrangement would require a large total nozzle area and would
result in an excessively large turbine size. The turbine size may
be reduced approximately one-half at the possible cost of a slight
loss in turbine power by connecting; each nozzle to two cylinders
having nonoverlappinp exhaust periods. In such an arrangement, the
exhaust discharge of each cylinder would still be a separate event«
Paired exhaust stacks, however, must be carefully designed to avoid
an appreciable kinetic-energy loss at their juncture.
In present aircraft engines, the connection of more than two
cylinders to a single nozzle would result in a considerable mechanical and design difficulty or, in some engines, would result in an
overlap of the exhaust periods with a resultant increase of the
engine back pressure.

i

The present report describes the results of tests of a blowdown
turbine in which each nozzle served two cylinders that have nonoverlappin • exhaust-valve-opening periods. The object of the tests was
to determine the amount of power from the blowdown turbine and the
effect of the presence of the turbine on engine power. The tests
«er conducted at the Aircraft Engine Kescarch laboratory of the
KACA at Cleveland, Ohio, from November 19ltj5 through January l°ltU*
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Af-MIRATOS AT'D MOTiUDB

Construction of the blowdown turbine. - A diagrammatic drawing
of the blowdown turbine used In the HACA tests Is shown in figure 1.
The turbine was constructed from a standard General Electric type B
turbine wheel and bearing assembly and four nozzls boxes. Kach
nozzle box has an exit area of 2.11 square inches and covers a
yaP arc of the nozzle.diaphragm. This exit area was chosen by the
use of the methods and data of reference 1 as the area that would
impose no power loss on the engine at its rated operating conditions. The exit of each nozzle box is divided into nine nozzles
by flat vanes sufficiently long to guide the exhaust-gas flow at
the Inlet and discharge ends.

•

A drawing of one of the nozzle boxes is shown in figure 2.
PhotographB of a nozzle box and the nozzle diaphragm assembly are
reproduced in figure 3. The entire turbine was enclosed in a metal
housing with four inlet pipes that extended through sliding glands
to the outside of the housing. A labyrinth seal gland for the turbine shaft was provided around the opening between the Inside of
the housing and an evacuated fore chamber, leakage of air through
this gland was reduced to a negligible amount by adjusting tho pressure difference between the labyrinth stages to 0 £0.1 millimeter
of water by means of an air-operated Jet pump in the line connecting
the evacuated fore chamber to the altitude-exhaust system.
Testsetup. - The blowdown turbine was connected to eight of
the nine cylinders of a Pratt & Whitnoy &-13UO-12 engine by means
ot four pipes having Y-shaped branches connected to adjacent cylindsrs. The gas from the turbine discharged to the laboratory
altitude-exhaust systa-n. The gas from tho ninth cylinder discharged
directly to the altitudo-exhauet syetam.
Tho engine air was supplied directly from tho room to tho carburetor through a duct provided with a measuring orifice. A photograjib of the test setup is
shown in figure h*
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The turbine power was absorbed by a water-brake dynamometer.
Turbine torque was measured by a spring scale. The turbine speed
was measured with a condenser-type tachometer. The accuracy of the
turbine-power measurements was within *!.? percent. The temperature
of the turbine exhaust gas -as measured with a quadruple-shielded
chromel-alumel thermocouple.
The power of the engine was absorbed by a separate water-brake
dynamometer. Engine torque was measured oith a balanced-diaphragm
torque meter of the type described in reference 2. Engine speed
was measured with a magnetic-drag type of aircraft tachometer«
Engine air flow was measured by a head meter T/ith a thin-plate
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orifice installed according to A.S.'-'.E. specifications for flange
taps« Measurements of engine power are estimated to be accurate
within SI. 5 percent. Engine fuel flow was measured with a sharpedged-diaphragm density-compansated rotameter. Air-flow and fuelflow measurements are estimated to be accurate within ±1 percent.
Temperatures of engine air, rear spark-plug gasket, and carbureter
air were measured with iron-constantan thermocouples. Pressures of
engine inlet and turbine exhaust were measured with mercury manometers. Pressures in the air-flow system were measured with water
manometer8.
Tests. - The tests herein described were run at an engine
speed of 2000 rpn. ThB tests consisted of calibrating an engine
with an exhaust collector and measuring the engine power and the
turbine powar with the blowdown turbine in place.
Host of the tests were run at full engine throttle at an inletmanifold pressure of approximately }h inches of mercury absolute.
Exhaust pressure »as varied from 7«5 to 29 inches of mercury absolute. In the turbine-power testa the turbine speed was varied.
Additional tests with the turbine were run at part engine throttle,
at engine inlat-manifold pressures of 2U to 19 inches of mercury
absolute, a turbine «taust pressure of 7»5 Inches of mercury absolute, and with variable turbine speed.
Methods of reducing tast data. - A preliminary analysis of
the operation of a blowiown turbina predicted that the power output
p
max at tho optimum turbine spaed is given by a relation of the
form
e 'max
Htf>

55° Pffl
where

^max

eff:ll5ienc

M»

mass flow of exhaust gas to turbine, slugs per second

v.,

mean jet velocity at turbine-nozzle exit, feet per second

y of turbine (including bucket losses but excluding
nozzle losses) at optimum blade-to-jat-speed ratio

•

Equation (1) was obtained by assuming that the instantaneous
turbine backet efficiency is a parabolic function of the instantaneous blade-to-jet-speed ratio and is independent of the Mach number.
The analysis (as shown by equation (1)) Indicates that the term
I

jf^t'e i8 * measure of the available power. The conditions are
almost exactly satisfied by single-stage impulse turbines unless the
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Mach number becomes too high at which tine the buckets ohoke and
the instantaneous efficiency is reduced« The mean efficiency rft
of the blewdomi turbine with any operating conditions, therefore,
has been defined as the ratio of the turbine power output I't to
the available power by means of the equation
1100 p..

It*

%v

Because the turbine was connected to eight of the nine cylinders of the test engine, the mass flow of gas through the turbine
was therefore assumed to be eight-ninths of the total mass flow of
exhaust gas "!e.
The mean jet velocity 7e was computed from the data obtained
for a 25-inch straight stack (see fig. 10 of reference 1) as a
function of FeVMt where
Pe

turbine exhaust pressure, pounds per square foot

A

effective nozzle area, square feet

The effective nozzle area to be used for calculating p A/fcL.
branched stacks is determined by multiplying the area per stack by
the number of cylinders connected to the turbine. The effective
nozzle area of the stacks used was 16.33 square inches.
The power-output data for the engine and turbine shown in figure 5 were corrected to a constant carburetor-air temperature and
engine inlet-manifold pressure. Engine power and mass flew of combustion air were assumed to vary inversely as the square root of
the absolute carburetor-air temperature and directly as the first
power of the inlet-manifold pressure.

. *'

The corrections of turbine-power data to the basis of constant
engine inlet pressure were made by a-'method derived from the analysis of referonce 1. A similar method was used to account for the
variation in turbine power with the total mean turbine-lnlot-gas
temperature. The details of these corrections arc described in the
appendix.
RESULTS Arm DISCUSSION
Pcwar output of tho engine and turbine« - The power delivered
by the Pratt & Whitney R-13J.0-12 engine, discharging its exhaust to
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- a etsnJard collector and the power delivered by the engine discharging it8 oxhaurt to the blo?.?to-.m turbine, is shown in figure $
together with toe turbine power obtained et the optimum permissible
turbine speed. At the lowest turbine exhaust pressures the turbine
speed was limited to the rated speed of 21,300 rpm. A l«rger power
output could have been obtained St a higher turbine speed. The
data in this figure were corrected to a carburetor-air tunpurature
of 90 F and an engine inlet-manifold pressure of 33-5 inches of
mercury absolute.
Sffect of the turbine on engine uomiir* - At the lowest turbine
exhaust pressure, the porrer of tha engine sxhaustlng to the blowdo*n turbine ras slightly samllor (I percent) than the power of the
engino discharging to » standard collactor it a prsesuro equal to
the turbine exhaust pr snur.-. As this exhaust pressure increased,
the power loss "ita the turbine operating decr-.asöd. For exhaust
pressures greater than 20 incheB of mercury absolute there was no
iieasurible po%«r loss. No measurable change in engine-air weight
I'lo.i »as caused by the presence of the turbine. The brake horsepower shown in figure f w»s obtained with the air to the carburetor
supplied directly from the room. The pressure drop through the airmeasuring orifice and duct was 3 inches of mercury and the carburetor
pressure was 26 inches of mercury absolute. In order to determine
the net power at altitude it is necessary to subtract the supercharger poror reouired to obtain a carburetor-inlet pressure of
26 inches of mercury. Because this power would be the same for the
two cases in figure 5 at any given ex!iaust discharge pressure, it
does not affect the comparison, which reveals the negligible effect
of the presence of the turbine on the engine porw.
*lth respect to itB effect on engine power, the blowdown turbine is similar to the Bucht exhaust-'ns turbine (reference 3)»
In both systems the exhaust piping is arranged to avoid producing
back pressure on the cylinders toward the end of the exhaust stroke
and particularly during the valve overlap or scavenging period.
Mo attsmpt is snde in the blowdown turbine to provide a resonant
or tunrd pxh-Tist-stnck system sometimes mentioned in connection
with tne Buchi system.

1

The ratio of the brake mean effective pressure to the inletmanifold pressure brep/iv, plotted against the ratio of the exhaustdischarge pressure to the inlet-manifold pressure pg/p,, is shown
in figure 6.
References 1 and k showed that the effect of an exhaust restriction on engine power is determined by the value of the ratio vdn/A
where

J. *r».;.v-;J
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vd

dJssilncement volume, cubic feet

n

engine speed, revolutions per second

For this turbine the effective nozzle orea ms 0.13C square foot
(for nine cylinders). At an engine speed of 2000 rpn the value of
vdn/A was therefore 1PP feet per second. A loss in engine power
from 2 to 3 percent war expected at the lowest exhaust pressure for
this value of vgn/A. (See reference it.) Because the loss «as less
than predicted, it must be concluded either that the Pratt &
Thitney &-13.'JO->12 engine is slightly less sensitive to exhaust-pipe
restriction than the '.'right 1820-0 engine used for the faints of
references 1 and h or that the blowdown turbina exerts a favorable
suction effect during the last part of thn exhaust stroke when the
velocity of flow through the exhaust system is snail.
Turbine power output and speed characterletlea. - The turbine
pover output (fig. 5; as measured, using the exhaust gas from eight
of the nlnt cylinders, varied from about 9 percent of engine power
at a turbine exhaust pressure of 26 inches of mercury absolute
(Pe/pm • O.Bh) to about 21 percent of engln.- power at 7«5> Inches
of mercury absolute (:\./Va " 0.22). At t.ii. lowest exhaust prossure, the turbinu power output varied through a range of about
9 percent of turbine power with that amount of leakage Into the turbine housing around the four turbine-inlet pipes. Tha data at this
exhaust pressure (7*5 in. Ag absolute) are not considered entirely
satisfactory. The ratio of the turbine power output to engine
power output at constant engine speed increases with a decrease
in the ratio pe/pn.
The variation of turbine power output with turbine speed for
constant engine power output is shown in figure 7. These curves are
similar in shape to the power-speed curves of single-stage steadyflow impulse turbines. The blowdown-turbine power output is nearly
Independent of speed near the maximum power output. A deviation In
speed of 10 percent from the optimum speed reduces the power output
only approximately 1 percent.
The oarburetor-lnlet pressure for these tests averaged 26 inches
of mercury absolute. This pressure could be provided at high altitude by passing the gas from the blowdown turbine to a conventional
turbosupercharger of proper size operating at a nozzle-box pressure
of approximately 26 inches of mercury absolute. The blowdown-turbine
power output with a discharge pressure of 26 inches of mercury absolute would be approximately 10 percent of the engine-shaft power on
the basis of utilising the exhaust gas from eight of the nine cylinders. If all the exhaust gas <mre utilized in the turbine, the
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power would be increased one-eighth larger and would amount to
llj- percent of engine power. It is evident therefore that, even
in a power plant equipped with a turbosupercharger, «in appreciable
gain in power and economy can be obtained by installing a blowdown
turbine between the engine and turbosupercharger. This arrangement is only one of a number of possible applications of the blowdown turbine] further study is required to determine the most
advantageous application.
At a turbine exhaust pressure of 26 inches of mercury absolute,
the blovdowi turbine imposed no loss in engine power. (See fir. $.}
At a given s^t of sngine conditions, the mean Jet velocity from a
single exhaust stack or a branched exhaust stack Increases when the
exit area is reduced. (See references 1 and I*.) A greater total
poTer output could therefore be obtained from the turbine and engine
by the use of nozzles small •»nour 1 to produce a small loss in engine
power. The percentage gain in power provided by the blowdown turbine in the application under discussion will increase with an
increase in the inlet-manifold pressure for constant exhaust pressure.
The speed of the turbine for the maximum output with an exhaust
pressure of 26 and an inlet-manifolc? pressure of 53«? inches of
mercury absolute is approximately 16,000 rpm. (See fig. 7.) This
speod in about 7? percent of the ratod turbine speed« hence, the
centrifugal stress in the buckets is only $6 percent of the centrifugal stress at rated speed, When the Inlet-manifold pressure is
increased to 52 inches of raareury absolute witli the exhaust pressure of 26 inches of mercury absolute, the optimum turbine speed is
approximately the rated speed.
*¥hen the blo'trtown turbine and a conventional turbosupercharger
are used in series, the blowdown turbine may bo »eared to the engine.
Aircraft engine? are operated at high speed for amergency power output and at successively reduced speeds for rated-pewer and cruisingpower operation. 7ith approximately constant blowdown-turbi'nc
exhaust pressure, ths nOBzlo-jet v.- loeity decroasss approximately
in the samt, proportion as th; anrir.3 speod. A blowdown turbine
geared to the enginu cranks'wft with a fixed-ratio gear train will
therefore operate at nearly optimum speod for each engine power out_
Mean turbine efficiency. - The variation of the mean efficiency
\ of the blowdown turbine, defined by equation (2) with the bladespeed to mean-Jet-spead ratio, is shown in figure ".' (The maximum
turbine efficiency is obtained at a turbine pitch-line velocity of
approximately P.Ji ?e.) The greatest mean efficiency attained is
approximately 72 percent.

HACA. ACR No. EL.KJO

For the lowest turbine exhaust pressures, the mean efficiency
decreases as the exhiust pressure decreases, With a turbine exhaust
pressure of 7.5 inches of mercury absolute, the instantaneous peak
value of the ratio of the impact pressure in the nozzle to the turbine exhaust pressure may be as great as 7 or 8. (See fig. 12(b)
of reference 1.) The pressure ratio for the greatest efficiency of
a type I turbine is appreciably lower than 7. For pressure ratios
lower than that for the greatest efficiency, the bucket efficiency
is nearly constant but, for greater pressure ratios, it decreases
appreciably. A lower mean turbine efficiency is, therefore, to be
expected for low turbine exhaust pressures.
The value of Ve used for the computation of the mean turbine
efficiency was that measured for a 25-inch straight stack. (See
fig. 10 of referenca 1.) Previous tests with an exhaust stack
having a sid? branch had shown that the mean jet velocity V. was
amaller than the velocity for a straight stack or a curvod stack.
(Sea fit;, h of reference 3«) The branched-staclc Jet-velocity data
gave mean turbine efficiencies greater than 90 percent! the diagram
efficiency of the turbine, excluding all losses, is only 86 percent.
The peak mean efficiency of the blowdown turbine was expected to be
about 8ü percent. The nrean jet velocity für the stack arrangement
used in the blowdown turbine, therefore, is probably greater than
the velocity for thu branched stack tested in reference 3 but may .
be 1--SS than that for a straight stack.
•
The variation of the maximum mean turbine efficiency is shown
in figure 9 as a function of t,!w jet-velocity parameter pgA/!tt.
The correlation is not satisfactory for the lowost exhaust pressures (low p0A/Mt). A small, but variable, leakage occurred from
the turbine into the turbine housinr through the packing Elands
around the inlet pipe and caused a corresponding variation in the
pressure p behind the wheel at the lower turbines exhaust pressures. The turbine output apparently varies with the pressure p,,.
The maximum turbine output per pound of exhaust gas and the
estimated optimum turbine pitch-line velocity is shown in figure 10
as a function of peA/Mt. At the lowest values of PgA/M^, the
turbine ,>ower is that obtained at rated turbine speed (21,300 rpn)
rather than at the optimum speed. The turbine-power data obtained
with full-open engine throttle form a smooth curve except for two
points at the lowest value of peA/?.%. (See the preceding discussion of fig. 9.)
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The efficiency and power data obtained at part engine throttle
fall below the full-throttle curve. Wien the turbine data are corrected for the variation of turbine inlet-gas temperature with
engine power, the two sets of data are in good agreement.
The raean turbine efficiency ^ is a measure of the ability
of the turbine id reojafW fcinelüe energy at the nozzle exit. This
«Jltefs£ejp is: W&&P than the efficiency attained with the same
buckets in a conventional turbine because the available energy is
usually computed with tile condition of the fluid at the nozzle
inlet gad Jesses are mfiernä' in the nozzles. These losses are net
conaidereü 11 defining the mean efficiency of the blowdown turbine.
The greatest ^rork recovered by the blo*down turbine was appro«»:
inately Jü percent of the work that is theoreticslly available to
an Meal machine in the expansion of the exhaust gas from its presagx* 3m She eylind«»' at the time of exhauat^ralve opening to the
pesaiUng atmospharia pressure, '
Effect of the Mowdown turbine on exhaust-gas temperature. •>
the variation of the exhaust-gas temperature at the turbine outlet
with turbine pcrcr Xor an exhaust pressure of ?.$ inches of mercury
absolute -is shown in t&0ge 11. The temperature measured with a
quadruple-shielded thermocouple was assumed to be the total turbine •
exhaust-rss temperature. The raesn total gas temperature at the
turbine inlet was comyjuted by adding to the measured turbine-outlet
temperature the temperature difference corresponding to the power
per pound of ess removed by the turbine. The computed total inlet
temperature was net quite constant. Small variations of the fuelair »atio- oecurreä 4MR>W
th# tests. The effect" of fuel-air ratio
te'tjBiel temr«*#tu*e: «t the tafrMne inlet is included in figure 11.
The effect cf en."ine power on the total turbine inlet-pas
teppeF&IWe at u fuul-air ratiOiof 0.07? is shown in figure 12,
"•'he exhaust-gas temperature increases with enpine power because tile
heat •*ejection per pound of exhaust gaa from the engine and its
exhaust piping to the cool in?; air is greater at loir engine power.
The cogsraetioii. .©f; the ^art*#sottle turbine data to constant exhaust
tempers turo was nadn fro-n these data.
Condition of the blowdown turbine after tests,« ~ During the
tests'ilia biowlown turbine «as operated for a total time of approximate ly 2-j '»ours. Althounh a small stretching of the buckets
occurred, the stretching was less than that normally experienced
in conventional exhaust-gas turbine operation with -the same inlet**
,TSS temr erat.-:re. One bucket showed a deformation of the shroud due
either %o, basfee* v$t*$MMI mt i# :Iäü*ial bending stresse»*

.
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The turbine buckets apparently ran quite cool, aa suggested
by the appreciable lead deposits found on the exit side of the
•tickets. Cool running of the buckets was expected because the
buckets are exposed to the hottest exhaust gas for a short time
and to the coolest exhaust gas for a relatively long time. The
lead deposits are shown in figure Id« These lead deposits are an
index of flow conditions because solid particles tend to accumulate
in regions of separation of flow. Streaks in tho lead deposits
show the direction of flow of the gas over the buckets.
The flow in a blowdown turbine is similar to that In a
Holzworth explosion turbinej the problems arising iron blade vibration and thermal erosion due to the rapidly varying gas temperatures
are therefore similar. (See reference ?.)
Munerous small local deformations of the leading edges of the
buckets (fig. 1?) and trailing edges of the nozzle-box guide vanes
(figs. 5(b) and 16) wore noted. These deformations apparently
resulted from the action of large solid particles In the gas stream.
The wheel-nozzle clearance was originally 3st at 0.11 inch but owing
to warping the clearance was not maintained. Actual contact of the
wheel and one nozzle occurred at one tima during tests, as shown
by polished spots on the buckets and nosis1.es. The deformation of
nozzles caused by thermal expansion is a serious problem because,
each nozzle must be connected to a separate tail pipe.
The leading edges of the buckets were rounded or eroded more
than in previous tests with the same type wheel at approximately
the same total turbine-inlet exhaust-gas temperature with steady
flow. This rounding could have been caused by mechanical erosion
by solid particles in the gas stream or, as seems more likely, by'
the thermal erosion caused by the extremely rapid alternate heating
and cooling of the bucket leading edges. Thermal erosion can be
reduced by using round-nosed buckets to increase the ratio of internal heat-transfer area to external heat-transfer area.
The total damare to the turbine was not serious and did not
interfere with the tests.

comwmia

REMARKS

The results of the tests of a blowlown turbine on a Pratt &
Whitney R-132»0-12 engine, conducted to determine whether appreciable
power could be developed by the blowdomn turbine without affecting
the engine power through exhaust restriction, at an engine speed of
2000 rpm and an inlet-manifold pressure of J:,J> inches of mercury
absolute showed that:
•

»
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1. The bio-Mown turbine developed a power equal to 9 percent
of the engine pomr with a turbine exhaust pressure of 28 inches
of mercury absolute and 21 percent nf engine power Kith a turbine
exhaust pressure of 7.5 inches of mercury absolute.
2. The engine power was decreased a maximum of 1 percent by
the presence of the turbine as compared with the conventional
exhaust collector ring discharging to an equal pressure. Mo engineP'vwer loss was imposed by the presence of the turbine with turbine
exhaust pressures greater than 20 inches of mercury absolute.
5. After a total test time of 2li hours no evidence of failure
from bucket vibration was observed.
1«. Some evidence of erosion of the leading edges <-f the buckets
was noted.
Aircraft Engine Research laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio.
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AFPERSIZ - COHKBCTICH OF HLOWBOWN TOR3IHE POWER FOR VARIATIONS
3T ilKilKK CPIBATIEG COHDITIOBS
The near, turbine officiency tft has been defined by the equation
1100 P+

%

r

w

where the aeon Jet velocity Ve Is a function of the parameter
Pe\/Mc. The results of the present tests shoved that the maximum
"Tallies of ijt vere a .if iclently Independent of the value of PgA/K^
within the rarge of variation required for small correotlons that
equation (2) may be used to predict the effect of changes In operating conditions on turbine power.
The data on turbine power output (shown in fig. S) was corrected
to the basis of constant cr.i-bi-re tor-si.:- temperature and constant
iclet-xosnifold pressure by the following stepB:
(a) Compute the corrected engine-air and exhaust-gas mass flovs
(b) Compute TU from equation (2; noin- the unoorrocted mass
flow and 7e from figure 10 of reference 1
(e) Compute

(M»)

corr

from the equation

(8*a) corr
«t
~~*
1^
(d) Compute (70)
from figure 10 of roferenee 1 using
the corrected turbine exhaust-gas flow
(Mt) corr

(e) Compute (P+)
from an inverted form of equation (2)
* oorr
(Mt)
\
corr ^o) corr It
,.,
{S
'corr "
ES
>
The part-throttlo data In flguros 9 and 10 have been corrected
to the basis of full-throttlo exhaust-gas temperature by the following method:

IT,

(?t

.

u»

KACA ACR No. EljKJO

The theory of exhaust stacks developed In reference 1 shows
that the mean jet velocity, Ve Is a function of the gas temperature
and the parameter PgA/M^. The mean jet velocity decreases with a
decrease In temperature for constant p^A/K^. In the application
of a correction to the turbine output and efficiency for variations
in temperature, Ve was assumed to vary with temperature according
to the relation

&

VReV

where
Rg

the gas constant of the exhaust at the test fuel-air ratio

?a

mean ex'tmist-pas temperature, °F absolute

The relationship expressed in equntion (U) was inferred from equation (1?) of reference 1.
The following steps er* involved in the correction of turbine
efficiency!
(a) Compute PgA^/flL and find 7e from figure 10 of reference 1
(b) Compute (v^-/^t)

from the equation
P.

«ft

a

R?e"

•where
mean exhaust tonpercture to which basis the data Is being
corrected, °F absolute
corresponding gns constant
(c) Compute tl« jut velocity 7e' from figure 10 of reference 1 corresponding to (pJl/UO

1?

B.\OA AC?. No. EUK30

•
(d) Compute

<Vcori' - V
If the fuel-air ratio is a constant, Re - Rs and the correction nay be baaed solely on temperature; otherwise the variation in fuel-air ratio should be included.
(e) Compute the corrected efficiency (rL)
from the
* corr
equation

mcorr

\ e'corr/

Hie follo*inR steps are involved in the correction of turbine
power:
The turbine power and pitch-line velocity are corrected to the
conditions corresponding to (ppA/^?t)
for «hich the moan jet
velocity is 7 '.
symbols.

The corrected values ore indicated by primed

(a) Compute Ft1

from the equation

v

-"(?y2

(b) Compute the corrected pitch-line velocity u'
equation
u' • u

from the

V
(%) corr

•where u is the turbine pitch-line velocity, fest per second.

•

•;

•
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